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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

 
1.1 Background 

 

In the year of 2017, the PEW Research Center, USA, claimed Christianity as 

the biggest religion in the world, which is practiced by an estimated of 2.3 billion 

people. The large number of Christianity followers can be drawn from the event 

2000 years ago where after Jesus was died on the cross, He resurrected on the third 

day. Since then, Jesus’ disciples were inspired to spread the story which is known 

as The Gospel. Starting with Jesus' disciples, Romans emperors, kings, and up until 

now, the Gospel of Christ Jesus is still actively being spread by missionaries 

(Edward Queen, 2010). 

 

In addition to that, Christians also carry a duty to spread The Gospel to 

everyone all around the world which is written as a clear command, known as The 

Great Mandate from Jesus to His followers, on The Holy Bible, Matthew28:19-20 

(The New King James Version), it is written as follows: “Therefore go and make 

disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the 

Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. And surely I am 

with you always, to the very end of the age”. 

 

Religions fall into two classifications which are missionary religions and 

non-missionary religions. Christianity is classified as a missionary religion. A 

missionary religion aims to communicate its teachings to people from all around 

the world. The opposite of missionary religion is non-missionary religion, whose 
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aim does not require the spread of its teachings to people from all around the world 

(Arvind Sharma, 2012). 

 

The spread of Christianity via word of mouth is known as Evangelism. 

According to J.I. Packer (2012), evangelism must be defined through a theological 

lens, not that of a theoretical one. The New Testament says that Evangelism is the 

means of communication, where Christians play the role of messengers in order to 

deliver the message of mercy to sinners, in the name of God. 

 

Rev. Kurt Selles (2016), the director of Back to God ministries who has 

worked in evangelical missions for nearly 30 years mentioned the global obstacles 

to sharing the evangelism to all nations, which are; Geographical challenges, Legal 

challenges, Cultural challenges, Educational challenges, and Economicchallenges. 

 

One of the churches that does this evangelistic obligation is Gereja 

Reformed Injili Indonesia, as known as GRII. GRII is a Reformed Christian church 

founded by Stephen Tong, a Chinese-born Indonesian evangelist. GRII has a vision 

to ignite the spirit of evangelism and mobilize Christians to preach the gospel 

according to the Scriptures, which is the good news for all humanity. 

 

On August 23rd – 31st, 2019, GRII went for an evangelical mission to Alor, 

East Nusa Tenggara. During this mission, evangelization was carried out in some 

villages in the Northwest Alor, such as Anlawening, Kokar, Ampera, Lewalu, as 

well as Kabola and Mataru area. There were a total of ten people who committed to 

join this mission. 
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Indonesia is home to a large number of different cultures, ethnics, as well as 

linguistic backgrounds. There is a vast number of ethnic groups that exist within 

the boundaries of Indonesia. One of the areas in Indonesia that house the many tribes 

is East Nusa Tenggara. East Nusa Tenggara consists of 21 districts which have their 

own tribes and Alor is one of them. (Kemendagri, 2019). Alor is an archipelago 

district that inhabited by a number of Flores sub-ethnic groups who still hold and 

maintain their traditional ways of life, cultures, and beliefs. Rich tribal culture is a 

highlight of the Alor Islands. Despite there being fewer than 200,000 inhabitants, 

the islands are home to more than 100 different tribal groups, many of which speak 

different languages. 

 

The diversity that exists in Alor is not just limited to ethnic and cultures, as 

there are multiple religions there as well. The people in Alor are mostly identified 

as one out of the five religions (Protestant Christianity, Islam, Catholic, Hinduism, 

and Buddhism). According to the Official Alor District of Communication and 

Information (2019), Christianity is the dominant religion in the region with about 

136.000 people, or 68,05% of the population. But even so, there are still a large 

number of people who believe in other faiths. Many of them still maintain the 

animism, dynamism, and occultism beliefs that worship several forms of objects 

and nature such as: Larra / Lera is the sun, Wulang is the moon, Neda, the river can 

also be called the god of water, Addi, which is a forest, can also be called a forest 

god, Hari that is the sea can also be called the sea god (Ilmuseni, 2017). This shows 

that syncretism exists in Alor. Syncretism is the mixing of different forms of belief 

and religion traditions as an active or an ongoing process. (Shaw, Rosalind & 
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Stewart, Charles, 1994, p. 3) 

 
The people in Alor still highly values the value of a misba which is also seen 

from the Alor district logo which includes a misba in it. Misba is a stone structure 

made in circular. Each village in Alor has its own misba as a place for them to 

perform traditional ceremonies. Misba functions as a place to worship the Moon 

Gods, the Sun Gods, and the ancestors to ask for the safety of the community, as 

well as economic success, especially in agriculture. 

 

The people of Alor still carry out various traditional ceremonies for different 

interests. One of which is every June 20, all residents of Alor hold a ritual called 

Tifotol, means new planting. This ceremony is in preparation for the planting 

season. People bring their farming tools, put it on the misba and the leader will pray 

for it to the gods of nature. The goal is that the farmers are not injured, there are no 

plague or crop pests, and no disturbances during the land preparation. 

 

Lego-lego dance is a tradition that has taken root in the community in Alor 

Regency. Since the ancestors/elders of the Alor people always gathered in an 

activity, they always blessed that activity by going around the misba while holding 

hands singing songs of praise to the gods and ancestors, and that ritual is now known 

as the Lego-lego dance which is always performed at every cultural activity. 

 

In Alor there is a pair of traditional houses. One of them has a dominant 

black color, called Kolwat while the other has a dominant white color, called 

Kanuruat. Kolwat and Kanuruat have their own rules. At the Kolwat house, all 

people can enter it. While in Kanuruat house, women and children are prohibited 
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from entering, if they violate, it is believed that they will be cursed with such illness 

 
that can only be healed through traditional ceremonies. These beliefs are still 

believed until now because the people in Alor continue to teach that belief from 

generation to generation. (Indrawati, 2011) 

 

The process of transferring culture from generation to generation can be seen 

as a social inheritance which consists of transmitting ideas, cultural habits, 

principles, values, and attitudes that may have developed long before the people 

involved were born (Charon, 1999). It is communication that makes culture still 

being transmitted continuously. Beamer and Varner (2011) explained that culture 

associated with such things as beliefs, morals, and religious practices are so deeply 

a part of a culture that they carry through generation after generation. This continual 

grasping of a certain culture is called cultural boundary maintenance, it is the 

manner which a culture preserves its uniqueness by establishing certain cultural 

boundaries that enhance and glorify its own cultural traditions. The deep 

construction of a culture resists changes. (Haviland, Prins, Walrath, and Mc Bride, 

2011). Intercultural communication occurs between participants whose cultural 

perceptions differ from one another. (Samovar, 2013, p.8, 53) 

 

There are six particular barriers in intercultural communication between 

people, according to LaRay M. Barna (1997), which are; anxiety, assuming 

similarities instead of difference, ethnocentrism, language problems, prejudice and 

stereotyping, and misinterpretation of nonverbal. 
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Since the traditional rituals and beliefs in Alor are still deeply rooted, this 

thesis will raise the topic about the challenges that appeared in the evangelical 

mission in Alor which was done by GRII. Evangelism have been chosen because 

researcher believes that having to communicate a certain teaching in a new area who 

holds a different values and beliefs will create some intercultural issues. As what 

Charles Berger stated that the process of communicating with someone from a 

different culture presents the cross-cultural communicator with some complex 

problems, both predictive and explanatory problems (Neuliep, 2009). The 

challenges are to be seen through The Global Obstacles in Evangelism by Kurt 

Selles and The Barriers in Intercultural Communication by LaRay M. Barna. 

 

 

 

1.2. Identification of the Problem 

 

On the topic of culture, Alor has a lot of rituals and beliefs that date back a 

long time. This means that it would not be an easy task for evangelists to sway them 

into following their evangelical teachings. Understanding the obstacles that will 

occur when doing an evangelical mission in Alor will provide a better outlook on 

how to approach a situation such as this. 

 

 

 

1.3. Statement of the Problem 
 

1. How do global and intercultural challenges in evangelism occurr in Alor? 
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1.4. Purpose of the Study 
 

To explain the challenges and barriers that occur when delivering 

evangelical teachings in Alor as well as analyzing it through the global and 

intercultural perspectives. 

 

 

1.5. Significance of the Study 

The results of the study will be of great benefit to the following: 

 

1.5.1 Academic fields 

 

This study will provide information regarding what obstacles 

occurred in the evangelical mission to Alor which will be examined 

through The Five Global Obstacles of Evangelism by Kurt Selles 

(2016) and The Six Barriers in Intercultural Communication by 

LaRay M. Barna (1997). 

 

1.5.2. Social fields 

 

This studyhas an aim to understand more about Alor through 

global and cultural perspectives so that the challenges for future 

evangelical missions can be anticipated. 
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1.6. Organization of the Study 

I Introduction 

 

This chapter will talk about the brief information about the problem 

being discussed in this whole paper so that the reader will get a better 

outlook about the current situation. The research background, problem 

identification, statement of the problem, purpose of the study, significance 

of the study, and organization of the study will be explained throughout 

this entire chapter. 

 

II Research Object 

 

This chapter consists of what the researcher’s want to study or the 

researcher's focus. Providing a complete information about the object 

being studied. The scope and limitation will also be elaborated in this 

second chapter. 

 

III Literature Review 

 

This chapter will include an overall explanation about the theories 

and terminologies beingused as the analyzing tool and involves the citation 

from the previous similar studies. This third chapter will be concluded with 

a theoretical framework. 
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IV Methodology 

 

This chapter will include a series of methods or types of research 

used to answer problems as well as the techniques being utilized to gather 

the data. 

 

V Research Findings and Discussion 

 

This chapter will contain all of the data that has been successfully 

collected through every kinds of technique and analyze the collected data as 

well as interpret and evaluate its relation with the scientific theories and 

concepts being used. 

 

VI Conclusion and Suggestion 

 

This final chapter will provide a conclusion of this entire study to 

give a better perspective and suggestions for the future related research and 

activity. 


